Welcome to Software Engineering
CITS1220
Important information

Home page of the unit:
http://undergraduate.csse.uwa.edu.au/units/CITS1220/

CSSE home page: http://www.csse.uwa.edu.au

CSentry: https://secure.csse.uwa.edu.au/run/csentry
(csmarks, cssubmit, csheap)

Student connect:
http://www.studentadmin.uwa.edu.au/welcome/student_connect
Staff members

- **Unit Coordinator**
  - Associate Professor Du Huynh

- **Lecturers**
  - Associate Professor Du Huynh
  - Dr Patrick Wu

- **Lab demonstrators**
  - Associate Professor Du Huynh
  - Mr Jonathan Wan

- **Contact:** admin1220@csse.uwa.edu.au
Lectures and Labs

- Lectures: 2 per week
- Labs: 1 two-hour lab per week
  - You should have signed up your lab preferences on OLCR last week
  - Your CSSE lab account is the same as your pheme account, i.e. **user name:** studno; **password:** pheme password (to be created by end of the week or early next week).
  - Logon problems in the lab? Try using
    - Username: bookings
    - Password: bookings
    - And follow the instructions given